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Effective Dynamic Range Evaluation of Digital Still Images in Mobile Devices
Irma PUŠKAREVIĆ, Uroš NEDELJKOVIĆ, Dragoljub NOVAKOVIĆ, Ivan PINĆJER
Abstract: Digital photography has immersed in everyday surroundings through mobile devices which became the most popular tool for taking pictures. However, the
compactness of these devices is an obstacle for certain image quality parameters when it comes to usability. The purpose of this paper is to analyze the effective dynamic
range of mobile device cameras. We obtained opto-electric conversion function (OECF) measurements according to ISO standard for total and effective dynamic range
evaluation. Additionally, the evaluation of effective dynamic range using high dynamic range image construction was performed where algorithms for tone mapping were
applied. Our findings indicate little difference in OECF values among different mobile device cameras, as well as for the total dynamic range values. However, when it comes
to the effective dynamic range, cameras in these devices show less input-output conversion stability. Additionally, tone mapping indicates that the effective dynamic range
is different between devices.
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1

INTRODUCTION

So far, usability assessment of image quality and
advances in signal processing have been there to aid the
work of professional and amateur photographers who use
DSLR (digital single-lens reflex) cameras, and also to help
develop their mass-produced compact version. Following
the development of new technologies, the image capture
system architecture of these cameras has been transferred
to mobile phones and tablets. These hybrid devices have
been commercially adopted faster than any other
technology in modern history. The ubiquity of these
devices contributed to the popularity of mobile
photography for personal requirements but also for health
and social services. Expectedly, the requirements of these
users are high when it comes to the tone reproduction
quality. The tone reproduction of a digital still image
camera describes how the range of intensities in the
original scene is mapped to a digital output image. This
process is limited by several factors, one of which is the
encoding of the dynamic range (DR) i.e. the range of the
maximum and minimum measurable light intensities.
Hence, the problem of tone reproduction in digital
photography is closely related to reproducing high
dynamic range scene on a media with limited dynamic
range, such as a small screen of a mobile phone. The tone
reproduction problem has been the subject of many
research studies [1-5]. However, little research has focused
on the tone reproduction quality of digital still images
obtained with mobile device (MD) cameras.
The particularity of all digital image capture systems
is a limited dynamic range in comparison to the human
visual system (HVS). One of the most commonly used
techniques for improving the dynamic range is shooting
multiple photographs of the same scene with different
exposure times i.e. high dynamic range imaging (HDRI)
[6]. The content of HDR images justifies its steady
popularity – images are visually more appealing and
realistic, having the ability to bring an image closer to the
dynamic range of the real world luminance. Even though
dynamic range presents the maximum number of tonal
steps that a device can discern, the full range of intensities
is considered to have little relevance to the real-world
photography. Regarded to have more relevance is the
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effective dynamic range, also referred to as the practical or
useful range of recorded intensities. In relevance to mobile
photography, we believe this feature has been neglected in
research studies. With mobile devices (MD) becoming an
everyday occurrence, due to their easy access to data, data
transfer or data transmission, not only among professional
or amateur photographers but health centres, artistic
communities or development centres for mobile
intelligence development of the accuracy of image
capture system integrated into mobile devices can be
more than beneficial [7, 8]. Evaluating the effective
dynamic range of digital still image capture system on
MDs can help assess the technical quality of tone
reproduction in this instance. Furthermore, expanded
knowledge in this domain will aid future development of
tone mapping algorithms. Drawing on conclusions from
Urbano et al. [9] the aim of this study is to evaluate the
quality of digital images by investigating the effective
dynamic range of MD cameras and discuss main features
at device-level.
2

RELATED WORK

The digital still-picture camera, being an integral part
of the image capture system, has a task to reproduce the
original scene [10]. Therefore, the theory of tone
reproduction is described as the reproduction of physical
values of light intensities [11]. It is difficult to provide a
wholesome analysis of the performance of the digital stillpicture camera. There are several general characteristics of
interest. However, a single function by the means of the
single method cannot fully describe each of these
characteristics. When testing mobile phone cameras, some
characteristics are mandatory for the testing procedure,
namely OECF and dynamic range [12]. We will discuss
this matter further in the following section.
2.1 Measuring the Characteristics of Digital Cameras
One of the most significant measures of the quality
check of digital still-picture cameras is OECF (optoelectronic conversion function). OECF describes the
relationship between the illumination on the sensor and
digital output values in the image i.e. an average digital
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response of the electronic device to light stimuli. In
technical terms, the OECF curve is not as much a tone
reproduction curve as it is a colour encoding curve which
is dependent on several parameters: exposure speed,
specific digital encoding of a particular camera, and
additional tone values applied to an image
(lightness/contrast, gamma correction) (Fig. 1) [13].

Figure 1 Elements of digital camera and a typical OECF curve that results from
such signal transformation [13]

Test methods of camera OECFs are described in ISO
14524 [14] for both camera and focal plane OECFs.
Repeated measures in such testing methods are possible for
specific scene conditions such as taking pictures of a test
chart under controlled conditions. The test chart for
measuring camera OECF simulates the effect of the
original scene luminance and average distribution of light
intensities. For digital still-picture cameras that have
interchangeable lenses, or a camera with a fixed lens but
with an option to adjust exposure speed, the optical scene
of image formation is not relocated, and the test chart
which records the sufficient number of scene variations, is
being translated to the camera sensor allowing OECF value
to be analysed from the test chart image. The whole process
is recorded with a single exposure unlike the measuring of
the focal plane OECF (needed for cameras with fixed
lenses such as compact or mobile phone cameras) which
requires multiple exposures for accurate testing [15]. For
the alternative focal plane measurement, the sensor
luminance is calculated from the following equation:

Es =

0.65 Lt
f e2

(1)

where Es is the illuminance in lux falling on the sensor, Lt
is the arithmetic mean luminance of the target in candela
per square meter, and fe is the effective f-number of the
lens. According to Wüeller and Gabele [16], OECF can be
used in a process of digital camera calibration as a function
of measuring luminance. Additionally, in relation to the
photographic process, OECF measurements are very
important for images with HDR [17].
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2.2 Tone Mapping Operators and HDR Compression
A tone mapping technique is able to generate images
visually similar to a real scene i.e. tone mapping operator
(TMO) is capable of significant contrast reduction to fit the
displayable range [18-20]. In the attempt to develop
accurate digital reproduction pipeline, a number of TMOs
have been developed over the years [21-25]. The downside
of TMOs is that they cause information loss, and the tone
mapped content can have reduced perceptual quality since
the DR compression tends to damage important details and
textures. Further specific research is needed to develop
TMOs particularly suitable for SSD, such that would
emphasize certain features of the tone mapping process
more effectively for these purposes [9].
TMOs are generally classified into two categories:
spatially uniform (global) and spatially varying (local).
Global operators [1, 26] use the same mapping function for
the whole image, unlike local operators which employ a
spatially varying mapping dependent on the local content
[22, 27]. The main advantage of global operators is the
simplicity and the computational efficiency. However,
their weakness lies in the impediment to keeping the
appropriate local contrast in each region of the image.
Local operators, on the other hand, are more flexible in
controlling local contrast because the mapping technique is
used for each pixel. As a result, the final image has a more
pleasing effect since the human eye reacts locally to
contrast [28]. However, local operators provide “halos”
during contrast reversal. The most commonly used
operators today [23, 25, 29] apply logarithmic compression
of the luminance values, dodging and burning techniques
or decomposition of HDR still image. Therefore, the
baseline behind HDR content compression is to reduce
visual information from HDR to LDR device display so it
is not noticeable by our eyes.
TMO is used for creating an LDR version of the HDR
still image. During this compression, great attention is
given to developing an algorithm that will preserve as
much contrast as possible. DR and average luminance of
the scene, present two important parameters in rendering
performance of the algorithm, and are computed from (2)
and (3):
Dynamic
=
range log 2 LMax − log 2 LMin

(2)

Average L uminace
= log 2 Lw − log 2 LMin L

(3)

Where Lw is the world luminance for pixel (x, y). When
analysing the DR of the camera, one discusses the total DR
over which noise remains under a specific level. Besides
the total DR analysis, it is necessary to take into
consideration EDR (effective dynamic range) or practical
DR. EDR is very important when considering the practical
aspect of photography which refers to the perceptual
quality of an image [30]. It describes how much detail can
be drawn from the dark regions before the image noise
becomes undesirable having in mind that DR generally is
limited by noise. The balance between noise reduction and
preserving details depends mostly on the noise received
through the input signal. This particularly presents a
problem for compact cameras and built-in cameras in
mobile devices that work with limited signal information
Technical Gazette 26, 3(2019), 603-610
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and considerable noise to begin with [31] For example,
most of the DSLR cameras use 10 or 14-bit A/D converters
which theoretically provide the overall DR of 10 to 14 fstops, where f-stop is calculated from
f- stop =

focal length
aperature diameter

(4)

When the processing noise is taken into consideration,
we can actually count on 8 to 12 effective f-stops. The EDR
can be improved by using multiple photographs of the
same scene with different exposure times (HDR) [6].
According to Robertson et al. [6] the HDR output image
contains a weighted average of the multiply-exposed input
images, hence obtaining information captured by each of
the input images. Disclosed indicates that TMOs are very
important factor in the HDR rendering performance, given
that they are the first step in a typical HDR content
compression pipeline. It has also become a coding scheme,
a widely adopted standard which supports almost all
software and hardware equipment dealing with digital
imaging, including MDs. However, MDs have limitations
concerning hardware and software components that make
it more difficult to apply HDR pipeline. Due to these
limitations e.g. relatively poor quality of the sensor, a
shutter (if present), aperture, optics or flash, we can expect
optical aberrations and noise in a final digital image. The
software limitations introduce additional problems because
API usually prevents the access to the raw sensor data and
often offers an interface that gives the JPEG compressed
files. Nonetheless, Mantiuk et al. [32] show that HDR
pipeline can be efficiently implemented in MDs proposing
a pipeline architecture consistent with all the features of the
standard HDR pipeline. The question arises how stable is
the encoding on such platforms with the above-mentioned
limitations and how much of usable DR can be expected?
Methodology in this study uses algorithms for global and
local tone mapping of commercially available software, as
well as ISO 14524 for obtaining OECF values, in order to
evaluate EDR of digital still images acquired with different
MD cameras with regard to aiding the future development
of rendering algorithms.
3

METHODOLOGY

In this section, we measure the tonal response (OECF)
of mobile device cameras and analyse the effective
dynamic range. We also study how the effective range of
intensities is influenced by the tone mapping operators
when used for HDR image acquisition.
3.1 Details of the Objective Study
Perceptual evaluation has been used in previous
studies to test TMOs by comparing tone mapped image to
a reference scene [33-36]. Even though experimentation
with participants provides relevant insight, it may not
always be the most appropriate approach, since the
quantification of such test scenes is difficult to see [37].
The work described in this study concentrates primarily on
objective metrics for evaluation of EDR, followed by the
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application of EDR concept to investigate the effectiveness
of TMOs on digital still images generated with MDs. The
Imatest program was used to obtain the key image quality
factors in MD cameras discussed in Section 2. The program
was used to compute tonal response (OECF) measurements
for different density values of the test chart [38].
During DR analysis, the software, such as Imatest,
computes several levels of DR depending on the noise
threshold: 1.0 (low image quality), 0.5 (medium image
quality), 0.25 (medium-high image quality) and 0.1 (high
image quality). The DR is perceived as a difference
between two zones of the two ends of contrast: the zone
where the pixel level is 98% of its maximum value (250
out of 255 for 24-bit colour) and the darkest zone that
meets measurement criterion. The noise factor is only
meaningful in relation to a signal, hence the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR or S/N) is often calculated. When using a
Stepchart, Imatest modules provide noise measurements in
pixel levels or f-stops (or EV). Noise measured in f-stops
corresponds closely to human vision (1 f-stop (1EV) =
0.301 density units; 1 density unit = 3.32 f-stops (EV).
3.2 Testing Conditions
Firstly, the experimental conditions were set up to
obtain the opto-electronic conversion function as to test the
camera’s sensor reaction to changes in exposure. We used
six MD cameras (three smartphones and three tablets), as
well as one proconsumer DSLR camera which was taken
as a reference device. Their available characteristics are
presented in Tab. 1. The DR is measured by Stepchart
using reflective Kodak Q-13 chart with a linear
arrangement of grey patches (see Fig. 2). The test chart was
illuminated in the lightbox Agile Radiant Controlled Lights
with a simulation of the CIE standard illuminant D50.
Following ISO 14524 proposition on lighting set-up, the
room in the laboratory was dark as to secure no additional
lighting goes through. The photographs of the test chart
were shot with available focus points on the screen of the
MD. The sharpness of the acquired images was in defined
limits (some slightly out of focus) allowing tonal value
detection between grey patches. The distance of the MD
from the test chart was such that a camera lens could cover
the length of the chart. The lens was placed vertically on
the chart; grey patches were cantered in the shot to avoid
vignetting. With the expected physical instability of MDs,
all test devices were fixed to the surface. Each test device
was used to make nine images with nine exposures as to
ensure credible results and minimize the appearance of
random noise in the input data at each exposition. The
referenced DSLR camera (Device R) was subjected to the
same procedure even though OECF measurements can be
obtained with a single exposure in this case (ISO 14524).

Figure 2 Kodak Q-13 chart with a linear arrangement of grey patches
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CAMERA
RESOLUTION
CHARACTERISTICS

Device A
0.7MP

Table 1 Resolution and characteristics regarding photo settings for tested MD
Device B
Device C
Device D
5MP
5MP
8MP
AF, EV
AF, EV
AF, OIS, HDR

Generally, it is possible to apply one of the two
approaches for camera settings [12]. The first approach
implies the use of automatic settings, whereas the second
approach suggests using the settings that will provide the
optimal image quality. The settings available for MD
cameras do not always include comprehensive manual
settings that can be seen at DSLRs. Additionally, the
manual exposure settings are not listed among mandatory
settings on MDs.
For the purposes of this experimentation, it was
necessary to set up all the test devices with options for
manual settings through the installation of additional
applications. Both Android and iOS platforms were
equipped with equivalent applications (Camera FV-5;
Camera + Pro). In the continuation of the study, HDR
image construction and tone mapping procedure were

Device E
5MP
AF, EV

Device F
8.7MP
AF, OIS, EV

applied. Each tested device was used to make three
different exposures of the same scene, one short and one
long exposure, and one with approximately average
exposure of the two. Even though there is a possibility to
integrated HDR setting on MDs, not all manufacturers
integrate this option. Therefore, HDR construction was
done differently for the purposes of this study. Assuming
that MDs employ different processing at the input, we
applied the same global and local operator on the output
image. Consequently, we extracted original shots from
MDs and processed them on the computer. A global and
local TMO from the commercially available software
Photomatix 5.0.5 was used. Once the HDR image was
constructed it was saved as 8-bit JPEG file for further
processing via Imatest program. In both procedures of the
measurements, only the exposure time was altered.

Figure 3 A system response curve OEFC computed for MD cameras (grey patches), referenced to Device R curve (black patches)

4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We tested 6 MD built-in cameras to evaluate the extent
of the full range of usable intensities that can be encoded.
The evaluation was performed using 8-bit JPEG images
generated by API of the MD. Imatest software was used in
order to obtain a comprehensive analysis of digital camera
test images. Presented here are the obtained plots that relate
to density response (OECF) curve, the DR of the camera
and noise measurements. The lighting conditions were the
same for all tested cameras. However, automatic settings
were used to simulate real-scene utilisation. The minor
limitation was the luminance conversion software which
was different for each device. Since EXIF data was
available for every image taken, we found that most
common aperture ranges were between f/2.0 and f/2.7 and
that ISO speed was between 32 – 100.
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4.1 OECF and Effective Dynamic Range Analysis
A system response curves i.e. the relationship between
exposure values and pixel level in the form of OEFC
function are observed in Fig. 3. Following explained
methodology, we analysed the shape of the curve for the
nine exposures of each camera. Even though there were
slight shifts to the left or right across the exposure time, the
transfer curve of the camera always had the similar OECF.
From the curve shapes, it should be noted that there is no
significant difference in the electronic gain between MD
cameras and that the automatic conversion function
increased the output digital level under the underexposure
condition. The plots of Device E and F suggest the largest
increase of the digital output level in the dark areas. All of
the cameras did reach their saturation suggesting that these
cameras maintain better conversion of input light for
highlights than for shadows. There is a slight "shoulder"
effect in some of the camera’s transfer curve (most
noticeable for Device C) which improves the image output
Technical Gazette 26, 3(2019), 603-610
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by lowering the tendency of highlights to saturate. Notice
how Device A shows a higher rate of deviation of the signal
in shadows than other tested cameras. Presumably, the
nonlinearity of the OECF curve is due to a gamma
correction present in the image processing system of the
camera. When compared to DSLR transfer curve, we can
observe the greater nonlinearity of MD cameras.
Analysing the shape of the OECF curve of MD
cameras we observed that the tested cameras showed a
great increase of the digital output level in dark areas. This
was expected due to the signal conversion which increases
the digital output level for underexposed parts (see Section
2). When the conversion is more accurate more grey
patches are discerned, suggesting that MD cameras still
lack the appropriate intensities conversion stability. The
output values suggest that each manufacturer uses their
own algorithm for conversion. Unexpectedly, low
sensitivity was detected for Device E which is among the
newer models on the market. This can partly be explained
by ISO speed which is set to 32. In a combination with a
hand-held camera and low light conditions, it cannot yield
satisfactory results. With automatic settings OECF curve
describes adequate gradation for highlights, which
corresponds more satisfactory with gamma conversion,
unlike in the dark areas. Slight "shoulder" curve implies a
computation that limits the images to "burn out" i.e.
prevents the bright areas in the image to over saturate (pixel
level 250 or 255). This is very important for the EDR and
perceptual assessment of the image quality.
The difference in density values between zones,
described as the total DR of the camera, is obtained by a
reflective step chart. The reflective step chart is inadequate
for testing DSLR cameras because it has a density range of
6.3 f-stops (0.05-1.95) [39] which is noticeable in the
readings of Device R. Most DSLR cameras have a DR over
10 f-stops. However, reflective step charts can be used with
multiple exposures and digital image capture system with
lower DR, that is to say, it was sufficient enough for the
testing in this study. The DR is determined by Imatest
program which detects chart zones using the smallest
density step that results in uniformly spaced detected
zones. It can be observed from Tab. 2 that the detected
patches in the case of MD cameras have a density range of
4.8 to 6.2 f-stops, equalling a total DR of the camera. As
this should not be interpreted as the camera’s DR, greater
significance to this study is the reading of high DR which
will be interpreted as the usable density detected. For MD
cameras, this reading is between 4.8 to 5.9 f-stops. It is
noticeable how it decreases to 2.4 and 4.9 f-stops at a high
quality level.
Table 2 Dynamic range presented here is computed for noise thresholds of 1.0
(low image quality)
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Steps
Camera
Range
Range
Range
detected
(Low)
(Medium)
(High)
Device A
5.9
5.8
3.9
17
Device B
6.1
5.8
3.5
18
Device C
6.1
5.9
4.9
19
Device D
6.2
5.8
2.4
19
Device E
4.8
4.8
3.4
15
Device F
5.5
5.5
3.2
17
Device R
6.3
5.3
19
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4.2 Analysis of Tone Mapped Images and Effective
Dynamic Range
This section of the paper will present results obtained
after tone mapping where a global and local operator was
utilized. They are included in commercially available
software for HDR imaging. Fig. 4 shows a gradation of
recorded full range of intensities among devices. In the
case of the total DR for a single shot, the results are
consistent with the previously determined DR of MD
cameras. Also, both HDR images generated with TMOs
show no significant difference in extending the DR of
images, nor there are significant differences recorded
between devices. Local TMO did, however, influence the
DR slightly. The analysis of the EDR after utilizing TMOs
presented us with different results (Fig.5). As expected, the
useful range of density values is lower for all images.

Figure 4 Dynamic range detected across mobile device cameras after tone
mapping and compared to a single shot image

Figure 5 Effective dynamic range detected across mobile device cameras after
tone mapping and compared to a single shot image

Global TMO extended the EDR for all images
obtained from MD cameras. The highest recorded EDR of
5.31 f-stops with the global operator was for the image
obtained with Device C, whereas the lowest quality level
of the DR of 2.63 f-stops presented Device D. Local TMO
shows a decrease of the EDR for all images in comparison
to a single shot. The lowest quality of 1.18 f-stops showed
the image from Device C. Fig. 5 shows that EDR was
extended when global TMO was used. It can be noticed
how local TMO decreased EDR, for some devices, to a
greater extent e.g. Device D. The extension of EDR was
expected, as it was proposed by Robertson et al. [6], due to
the fact that HDR image contains information in both low
and high areas from data from each of the input images.
Global TMOs are built upon simplicity and computational
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efficiency where the same mapping function is used for the
whole image thus preserving the image signal but failing to
keep the appropriate local contrast. This would explain the
increase of the EDR for MD cameras as well. Local TMOs
are in control of the local contrast where the image is
perceived as more dramatic due to "halos" [23], and the
decrease of useful intensities is expected.

devices. This difference in pixel levels between f-stops is
the inverse of the signal-to-noise ratio (N/S), marked as
SNR_f in Imatest. These particular noise measurements
were analysed because they correspond to HVS and they
present an important value when calculating the EDR.

4.3 Noise Measurements
Imatest has several types of noise calculations. To
complement the analysis of our study, we discuss noise
measured in pixel levels normalized to the difference in
pixel levels for a density range of 1.5 and noise in f-stops
with emphasis on high quality level. For noise measured in
pixel levels, a single number is obtained which is used to
characterize overall noise performance – the average
Luminance channel noise (Tab. 3).
Camera

Device A
Device B
Device C
Device D
Device E
Device F

Table 3 Values for noise thresholds of HDR images
HDR image
HDR image
Single image
Global TMO
Local TMO
Average
Average
Average
Luminance
Luminance
Luminance
channel noise (%) channel noise (%) channel noise (%)
0.9
2.09
1.18
1.66
2.53
1.28
0.58
1.2
0.71
2.09
5.38
3.16
0.91
1.9
0.88
0.71
4.32
0.94

It is noticeable that noise corresponds well to the trend
of the EDR, as expected. Observably, Device C generated
the lowest noise level of 0.71% for a single image and
Device D the highest 3.16%. When global TMO was
applied it was noticeable how the level of noise decreased.
On the other hand, the local TMO increased the level of
noise, especially for Device D 5.38% and Device F 4.32%
corresponding to poor image quality (Fig. 5).
Figure 7 Plots from Imatest that show noise in f-stops (scene-referenced)
Signal-to-Noise (SNR_f = 1/f-stop noise). On the far right is the noise level of a
single image. The bottom row presents referenced measurements obtained by
DSLR camera. Noise thresholds of 0.1 (high image quality) are marked with
yellow

Figure 6 Display of photographed test chart with emphasis to noise deterioration
between global and local TMOs

Comparatively, the level of noise in images with global
and local TMO applied can be observed against the single
shot image as shown in Fig. 7. The noise in these plots is
scaled to the difference in pixel levels between f-stops which
decreases as brightness decreases, that is, the darkest levels
have the highest noise. It can be observed how the noise
gradation is constant across channels for a single image and
HDR image with local TMO applied. HDR image with
global TMO shows lower noise threshold overall, however,
the blue channel seems to have increased noise for some
608

Figure 8 Graphic display of the relationship between noise and effective
dynamic range for HDR images after tone mapping operators were applied
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Analysis of the relationship between noise level and
EDR suggests the noise increase when there is lower range
of usable intensities (Fig. 8). Device D and F show the
lowest EDR. With the application of local operator this
range decreases additionally leaving, for example, Device
D with EDR of 1.18 f-stops. This is partially due to the
higher resolution of these two cameras (see Tab. 1).
5

CONCLUSION

Mobile devices are extensively used to acquire images
on a daily basis. Built-in cameras in such devices maintain
the same workflow and signal processing as DSLR
cameras. However, the full range of useful intensities is
encoded to some disadvantage of the hardware and
software limitations. In this paper, we set out to evaluate
digital still images acquired via MD cameras from the
perspective of the effective dynamic range. To
complement this evaluation even further, we applied a
global and local TMO to understand how different
procession of the operators influences encoded dynamic
range. The results have shown that the automatic
conversion function increased the digital output.
Additionally, greater nonlinearity among MD cameras
was observed. The analysis of the tone mapped images
revealed that MD cameras are not consistent in capturing
the contrast present in the original HDR scene. Tone
mapping with a global operator extended the effective
dynamic range while the local tone mapping operator
decreased the range and increased the noise level. While
the resolution of MD cameras is perceived to be adequate
for small screen display, a quality parameter such as
dynamic range and noise which are the result of our
evaluation suggest the low overall quality of the digital
image generated by MD cameras. Namely, our results
show that MD cameras show less reliable results in signal
encoding in comparison to DSLR and great variations
among different manufacturers. We can conclude that the
effective dynamic range can be extended but only to a
certain degree. Detected noise thresholds which correlate
to low image quality are below the satisfactory quality
level for a more serious application where image accuracy
is highly important in shooting on the go cases. Hopefully,
the results of this study provided an insightful evaluation
of mobile device camera’s characteristics which can aid
further research in overcoming the limitations of smallsized digital image capture systems.
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